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distribution only.
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Set your odometer to zero at the 4 way stop 
between baker street and HWY 3A, Follow HWY 3A 
west For 19.1 KM look for Blewett Road on your 
left. Follow Blewett Road for about  3.5 KM look for 
a dirt road on your right, just after crossing the 
Kootenay Canal bridge.  Park in the wide area at 
the base. 

Set your odometer to zero at the north end of the 
brilliant bridge. Follow HWY 3A for 18.9 KM look 
for Blewett road on your right. . Follow Blewett 
Road for about  3.5 KM look for a dirt road on your 
right just after crossing the Kootenay Canal bridge.  
Park in the wide area at the base.  

Ratings are assigned to trails based on difficulty 
compared to other trails in the area. A trail rated 
easiest by Rover Creek standards could possibly be 
rated hard or extreme elsewhere. Some trails of the 
same rated difficulty may be more challenging than 
others of the same rating. Trail conditions are always 
changing so use common sense. 

-Rover Creek is not an official ORV area and is free 
to ride however it is user maintained so pitch in and 
help improve trail conditions.  
-All trails are 2 way so use caution and watch for 
other riders .  Yield to all non-motorized users. 
-Signage is minimal and most trails are not marked, 
it is recommended to go with someone who rides 
rover frequently to get to know the area 
 -Rover Creek FSR and its spurs are active industry 
roads, Care should be taken to watch for other road 
users and  ride at moderate speeds. Remember to 
always ride on the right and use extreme caution 
while going around blind corners. 
-Rover Creek is crown land so registration is 
mandatory, $200 000 liability insurance Is required 
for all forest service roads in B.C, Rover Creek FSR 
and its spurs are no exceptions to this rule.  
 - Spark arrestors and helmets are  not only a great 
idea they are the law on crown land in all of B.C. 
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